Abstract. This paper describes the integration of a Turkish generation system with the KANT knowledge-based machine translation system to produce a prototype English{Turkish interlingua-based machine translation system. These two independently constructed systems were successfully integrated within a period of two months, through development of a module which maps KANT interlingua expressions to Turkish syntactic structures. The combined system is able to translate completely and correctly 44 of 52 benchmark sentences in the domain of broadcast news captions. This study is the rst known application of knowledge-based machine translation from English to Turkish, and our initial results show promise for future development.
Introduction
This paper describes the integration of a Turkish generation system 2], developed in the framework of an ongoing large-scale research project on Turkish natural language processing, with the KANT knowledge-based machine translation system, developed under the KANT project at Carnegie Mellon University's Center for Machine Translation 7] . The result is a prototype English{Turkish, interlingua-based machine translation system. In order to integrate these independently developed systems, we have designed and implemented a mapping module, using the KANT mapper software developed 4], which transforms the interlingua representation of each sentence to a feature structure (hereafter, fstructure) for Turkish; the resulting Turkish f-structure is then input to the existing Turkish sentence generator, producing Turkish surface forms.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we give a brief introduction to relevant features of Turkish. In Section 3, we brie y present the architecture and details of the Turkish subsystem comprising the mapper and the Turkish generator. We then present some experimental results, and discuss a set of important issues that we encountered during the design and implementation of the system.
Turkish
Morphologically, Turkish is an agglutinative language, with very productive inectional and derivational su xation processes by which it is possible to generate thousands of forms from a given root word. A slightly exaggerated example of a Turkish word formation is illustrated by the following nominal: (1) Ankaral la st ramayabileceklerimiz Ankara-l -la s-t r-ama-yabil-ecek-ler-imiz those whom we can not convert to a citizen of Ankara
Turkish morphotactics are nite-state, and the surface realization of words is constrained by morphographemic processes such as vowel harmony. For details regarding Turkish grammar and word formation rules, one may refer to Lewis 5] ; see also O azer 10] for a nite-state description of Turkish morphology. With respect to word order, Turkish can be considered a subject-object-verb (SOV) language, in which constituents can change order rather freely in almost all sentential constructions, depending on the constraints of text ow or discourse. The grammatical roles of constituents are identi ed by explicit morphological case markings rather than their constituent order. For example, the word`masa' (table), case marked accusative, is a de nite direct object. The same word, when case marked dative, expresses a goal (unless it is accompanied by an idiosyncratic verb which subcategorizes for a dative complement) 3;4 : (2)a. Masa-y sil-di-m Word order variation in Turkish is, for the most part, dictated by information structure constraints which capture and encode, to a certain extent, discourserelated factors 15].
The Architecture of the System
The system which generates Turkish sentences from interlingua representations consists of 4 subsystems: the mapping system, the sentence generation system, the interface, and the morphological generation system (see Figure 1) .
To demonstrate the function of each component, we will use the example sentence:
\Tosco will become the nation's largest independent re nery." 3 From this point on we will give Turkish forms with -'s indicating morpheme boundaries, where necessary. 4 In the glosses, 3SG (DEGREE POSITIVE)))))))))
The Mapping System
The mapping system produces f-structures for Turkish from the interlingua representations, using a set of mapping rules and a mapping lexicon. For the example interlingua given above, the mapping system produces the following Turkish f-structure:
A fully detailed discussion of the mapping system is beyond the scope of this paper; in the remainder of this section, we describe how basic sentential components are mapped.
Verb Form Mappings. In order to realize the surface form of a verb in Turkish, it is necessary to determine certain morphological features of the verb in addition to its root, such as voice, polarity, tense, aspect, mood, and agreement features. The voice and polarity information can be directly obtained from the interlingua. The agreement depends on the subject of the sentence. Aspect, mood and tense features depend on the tense, perfective, progressive, and conditional information in the interlingua.
Argument Mappings. In the interlingua representation there is a semantic argument class feature, which states the possible arguments each verb may take. While mapping the arguments of a sentence, this information is used to determine the counterpart of each argument in the f-structure for Turkish. But sometimes, this information may not be enough, in which case, the verb's subcategorization information, and the type of the sentence (e.g., predicative, existential, etc.) and the voice of the main verb in Turkish are also required.
Noun Phrase Mappings. Most of the features for a noun phrase in the interlingua, like de niteness, agreement, quanti er, quantity, and possessor, are directly mapped to their counterparts in the Turkish f-structure.
Prepositional Phrase Mappings. The prepositional phrases which are attached to a noun phrase in the interlingua are mapped to one of the modi ers or speci ers depending on the preposition. The ones which are attached to the verb are mapped to either an argument of the sentence, or a postpositional phrase in Turkish. This selection depends on the preposition in question, and also on certain semantic conditions.
Sentence Generation System
The sentence generation system was originally designed and implemented by Hakkani and O azer 2] for use in a prototype transfer-based human-assisted machine translation system from English to Turkish 14] . This component is implemented using the CMU-CMT Genkit system 13], and is based on a recursivelystructured nite state machine (much like a recursive transition network) which handles the constituent order variations of Turkish, implemented as a right-linear grammar backbone.
The sentence generation system receives as input an f-structure representing the content of the sentence, where all lexical selections have been made, and produces as output an f-structure for each word of the sentence, encoding relevant abstract morphological features such as: agreement, possessive, and case markers for nominals and voice, polarity, tense, aspect, mood, and agreement markers for verbal forms, as well as markers for all productive derivations.
Morphological Generation System
Morphological realization has been designed and implemented by O azer 10] using an external morphological analysis/generation component. This component performs (i) concrete morpheme selection, dictated by the morphotactic constraints and morphophonological context, (ii) handles morphographemic phenomena such as vowel harmony, and vowel and consonant ellipsis, and (iii) produces an agglutinative surface form.
Interface
The main task of the interface is to collect and send the output of the sentence generation system (which are morphological feature structures), to the morphological generation system in the required format, and then print out the surface form of the translated sentence. For the example sentence at the beginning of this section, the interface produces the following from the output of the sentence generation system After sending each word to the morphological generation system, the surface form of the sentence appears as follows:
Tosco ulkenin en b uy uk ba g ms z ra nerisi olacak.
For evaluating our prototype system, we have used 52 sentences (646 words) from a corpus of broadcast news captions 9]. Of these 52 sentences, the system was able to translate 44 sentences (85%) correctly and completely. 2 sentences (4%) had missing phrases because of problems with the mapping and sentence generation systems. 6 sentences (11%) could not be translated because of problems with the interlingua and the mapper. The reasons for the missing translations can be summarized as: (i) structural problems in the interlingua, such as incorrect prepositional phrase attachments; (ii) feature mismatches (values stored under wrong features); and (iii) mapper limitations (inability to implement certain mapping operations).
The following examples demonstrate the output of the system.
(translate "
The company says they have sealed the deal.") S irket onlar n anla smay imzalad klar n s oyl uyor. Note that in the second example there are two valid translations in Turkish corresponding to the attachment ambiguities of the prepositional phrase in the English input. In the rst Turkish sentence the prepositional phrase in World War II maps to a temporal adjunct, while in the second sentence, it maps to a relativizer noun phrase modi er.
Issues and Problems
In this section, we will discuss some issues related to the generation of Turkish text from an interlingua representation, and present how we have handled them. These issues can be categorized into three groups, according to their origin. While there are challenges to be worked out where the source and target languages di er greatly in their means of realization for the same unit of meaning, our experience has been that the interlingua approach is an advantage when integrating software modules for languages that di er in their grammatical structure. For this reason we feel that our results should encourage others working on dissimilar language pairs to consider the interlingua approach. Many of the general issues listed below (e.g., tense di erences, argument mappings, verb mapping, lexical selection) are not speci c to English and Turkish, and the approaches described herein can be adapted for use with other language pairs.
Issues Related to the Di erences between English and Turkish
Tense di erences. There are some di erences between tenses in Turkish and English. Some English tenses do not have exact Turkish counterparts, and viceversa. An example is the narrative past tense of Turkish, which is used when the speaker is talking about a past event, which she has not witnessed herself. Similarly, the past perfect and present perfect tenses of English do not have one-to-one correspondences in Turkish, hence they are mapped to the closest possible Turkish tenses.
Argument mappings. The KANT interlingua categorizes verbs according to their argument classes 6], which facilitates the mapping process. For example, in the case of a verb of argument class AGENT+THEME, agent maps to subject and the theme usually maps to accusative object. But, there are certain verbs that belong to the AGENT+THEME argument class, whose theme maps to a dative object in Turkish. For example despite the fact that the verbs`break' and`cause' belong to the AGENT+THEME arguments class, but`break' in Turkish subcategorizes for an accusative object, whereas`cause' subcategorizes for a dative object. The cat caused an accident.'
Since such subcategorization information cannot be deduced from the interlingua, we introduced a SUBCAT feature. This feature stores the subcategorization information of the verb in the interlingua and is used during mapping. We map the arguments according to this feature, in addition to the argument class of the verb and the voice of the sentence.
Prepositional phrase attachments. Because of the prepositional phrase attachments, some sentences are inherently ambiguous in English. For example, for the English sentence \I saw the girl at home." it is possible to have two di erent interlingua representations. But, these two interlingua representations will map to di erent translations in Turkish. Since the parser produces both interlingua representations, our system produces two surface forms for such sentences. Additionally, certain prepositional phrases map to di erent structures in Turkish. A typical example is the preposition`for'. If it is used for stating a price or a bene ciary, it maps to a dative object in Turkish, otherwise it maps to a Turkish postpositional phrase, whose postposition is`i cin'. (5)a. Kitab 7 dolara sat n ald .
book-ACC 7 dollar-DAT buy-PAST-3SG
(He) bought the book for 7 dollars.'
b. Kitab Ali'ye sat n ald .
book-ACC Ali-DAT buy-PAST-3SG
(He) bought the book for Ali.'
c. O sirket i cin onemliydi.
He company for important-PAST-3SG
He was important for the company. ' We generate the correct sentence by certain semantic checks. It is important to note that it is not always possible to preserve source text ambiguity when mapping to Turkish, because both source meanings cannot be indicated by a single output structure. For this reason disambiguation via semantic restrictions becomes crucial when mapping from English to Turkish.
Verb mappings. There are some verbs whose argument classes depend on their sentential context. For example, the verb` nish' belongs to argument class THEME/AGENT+THEME in English. In the following sentence, it belongs to the THEME argument class which maps to bit in Turkish: (6) The lm nished.
Film bit-ti. Film nish-PAST-3SG On the other hand` nish' belongs to the AGENT+THEME argument class in the sentence: (7) He nished the school.
O okul-u bit-ir-di. He school-ACC nish-CAUS-PAST-3SG As can be seen from the glosses, these verbs have di erent surface realizations in Turkish. For example, in sentence (7), the verb has a CAUSATIVE marker, which is absent in the sentence (6) , although the verbs have the same form in English. This is the case for all of the verbs in this argument class. In order to handle such cases, we make a test in the lexicon and add the causative marker if a verb has an AGENT+THEME argument class.
Lexical selection. Lexical selection is also an important issue for an MT system. As exempli ed by (8a), the verb "say" is mapped to Turkish verb "de", while in (8b) it is mapped to the verb "s oyle". The rationale for this selection is as follows: if there is a THEME feature in interlingua representation of the sentence, \say" maps to the verb "de", otherwise if there is a complement, it maps to the verb \s oyle". Demonstrative pronoun mappings. Two demonstrative pronouns are used in English to denote singular concepts:`this' and`that', used for showing near and far objects, respectively. However Turkish employs three demonstrative pronouns for this purpose:`bu',` su', and`o', used for showing near, far, and very far objects, respectively.`This' always maps to`bu', but`that' sometimes maps to` su', and sometimes to`o', depending on the context. Since the distance information cannot be deduced as either \far" or \very far" from English,`that' is always mapped to`o' in this system.
Issues Related to the Interlingua
Anaphora resolution. The current KANT parser does not resolve anaphora.
This resolution can be critical for Turkish. For instance for the sentence`Ed read his book.', if the writer or owner of the book is Ed himself, the Turkish sentence that must be generated is:
(9) Ed kitab--n oku-du.
Ed book-P3SG-ACC read-PAST-3SG
Otherwise (i.e. the book belongs to or is written by another person), there must be an explicit pronoun with a genitive marker:
(10) Ed o-nun kitab--n oku-du.
Ed he-GEN book-P3SG-ACC read-PAST-3SG
Issues Related to the Generation and Mapping Systems
Word order variations. The mapping system does not currently produce an information structure (e.g., marking constituents as topic, focus or background). Such information when available is used by the generator to handle word order variations. So, currently all sentences are produced in the ical order (SOV) in Turkish. The information structure of a sentence can be obtained using syntactic clues in the source language in machine translation 1, 11], or using algorithms that determine the topic and focus of the target language sentences using Centering Theory 12] , and given versus new information 3].
Domain di erences. The sentence generation system was originally developed for a machine translation system in another domain 14]. Missing parts, like detailed treatment of numbers, were added during the development of the mapping system.
Mapper limitations. Features belonging to the same category are stored in the same slot in the interlingua, using a :multiple ag. The problem is that features belonging to the same category in the interlingua may map to di erent categories in Turkish. Currently, the mapper does not support the operation of extracting individual features under the :multiple ag.
Future Work
We have presented a system which generates Turkish sentences from interlingua representations. This work is important because it demonstrates the feasibility of rapidly combining independent systems developed at di erent locations, using interlingua as an intermediary representation. With the implementation of a Turkish mapping component, we were able to construct a prototype English{ Turkish machine translation system in about two months. The coverage, accuracy, and uency of this machine translation system can further be extended, by adding new and more detailed mapping rules. For the example set of 52 sentences, the output quality of this system is comparable to the output quality of the KANT machine translation system 8] in large-scale domains. To achieve the same output results on a large-scale English{Turkish corpus, signi cant work must be undertaken to extend the lexicon and mapping rules.
